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Charmless hadronic B decays are a good testing ground for the Standard Model (SM) of Particle
Physics. The dominant amplitudes are CKM suppressed tree diagrams and/or b → s or b → d
loop (“penguin”) diagrams. Non-SM particle could appear in the loop, and hence these decays are
sensitive to search for New Physics (NP). Some of the recent measurements of two-body charmless
hadronic B decays from Belle and their prospects at Belle II are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Charmless hadronic final states in B decays have
branching fractions of order 10−5 or less, since either the
final state is reached by the b → u transition, which is
suppressed by the small CKM matrix element |Vub|, or
the transition is loop-suppressed. Charmless decays are a
good place to observe direct CP violation, since the small-
ness of the leading amplitude often implies that another
amplitude with a different CKM factor is of similar size.
If the two amplitudes also have a substantial (strong)
phase difference, this leads to size-able direct CP viola-
tion, which has indeed been observed. There is a large
number of potentially interesting decay modes. In this
proceeding, an overview of the recent measurements of
two-body hadronic B decays at Belle and their prospects
at Belle II are discussed.
EVIDENCE FOR THE DECAY B0 → ηpi0
The decay B0 → ηpi0 proceeds mainly via a b →
u Cabibbo- and color-suppressed “tree” diagram, and
via a b → d “penguin” diagram, as shown in Fig. 5.
The branching fraction of this decay mode can be used
to constrain isospin-breaking effects on the value of
sin 2φ2 (sin 2α) measured in B → pipi decays [1, 2]. It can
also be used to constrain CP -violating parameters (Cη′K
and Sη′K) governing the time dependence of B0 → η′K0
decays [3]. The branching fraction is estimated using
QCD factorization [4], soft collinear effective field the-
ory [5], and flavor SU(3) symmetry [6] and is found to be
in the range (2− 12)× 10−7.
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FIG. 1. (a) Tree and (b) penguin diagram contributions to
B → ηpi0 .
Several experiments [7–11], including Belle, have
searched for this decay mode. The most stringent limit
on the branching fraction is B(B → ηpi0) < 1.5 × 10−6
at 90% confidence level (C.L.), given by BaBar experi-
ment [11]. The analysis presented here uses the full data
set of the Belle experiment running on the Υ (4S) res-
onance at the KEKB asymmetric-energy e+e− collider.
This data set corresponds to 753× 106 BB pairs, which
is a factor of 5 larger than that used previously. Im-
proved tracking, photon reconstruction, and continuum
suppression algorithms are also used in this analysis.
We find the evidence of the decay B0 → ηpi0 [12],
where the candidate η mesons are reconstructed via
η → γγ (ηγγ) and η → pi+pi−pi0 (η3pi) decays and pi0
via pi0 → γγ. Results of the fit to the variables, beam-
energy-constrained mass Mbc =
√
E2beam − |~pB |2c2/c2,
energy difference ∆E = EB−Ebeam and continuum sup-
pression variable C ′NB = ln(
CNB−CminNB
CmaxNB −CNB ), are given in Ta-
ble. I. The combined branching fraction is determined by
TABLE I. Fitted signal yield Ysig, reconstruction efficiency
, η decay branching fraction Bη, signal significance, and B0
branching fraction B for the decay B0 → ηpi0. The errors
listed are statistical only. The significance includes both sta-
tistical and systematic uncertainties.
Mode Ysig (%) Bη(%) Significance B(10−7)
B0 → ηγγpi0 30.6+12.2−10.8 18.4 39.41 3.1 5.6+2.2−2.0
B0 → η3pipi0 0.5+6.6−5.4 14.2 22.92 0.1 0.2+2.8−2.3
Combined 3.0 4.1+1.7−1.5
simultaneously fitting both B0 → ηγγpi0 and B0 → η3pipi0
samples for a common B(B0 → ηpi0). Signal enhanced
projections of the simultaneous fit are shown in Fig. 2.
The branching fraction for B0 → ηpi0 decays is measured
to be
B(B0 → ηpi0) = (4.1+1.7+0.5−1.5−0.7)× 10−7
where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is
systematic. This corresponds to a 90% C.L. upper limit
of B(B0 → ηpi0) < 6.5 × 10−7. The significance of this
result is 3.0 standard deviations, and thus this measure-
ment constitutes the first evidence for this decay. The
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FIG. 2. Signal enhanced projections of the simultaneous fit for
the decay B0 → ηpi0: (a), (b) Mbc; (c), (d) ∆E; (e), (f) C′NB.
The top (bottom) row corresponds to η → γγ (η → pi+pi−pi0)
decays. Points with error bars are data; the (green) dashed,
(red) dotted and (magenta) dot-dashed curves represent the
signal, continuum and charmless rare backgrounds, respec-
tively, and the (blue) solid curves represent the total PDF.
measured branching fraction is in good agreement with
theoretical expectations [4–6]. Inserting our measured
value into Eq. (19) of Ref. [1] gives the result that the
isospin-breaking correction to the weak phase φ2 mea-
sured in B → pipi decays due to pi0–η–η′ mixing is less
than 0.97◦ at 90% C.L.
EVIDENCE FOR THE DECAY B0 → ηη
This decay is similar to the decay discussed in the
previous section. Previously this decay mode is stud-
ied by the Belle, BaBar, CLEO and L3 experiments [13]
and the most stringent limit on the branching fraction
[B(B → ηη) < 1.0 × 10−6 at 90% C.L.] is set by the
BaBar experiment [14]. Here we update the previous
Belle result by using the full data set of the Belle exper-
iment running on the Υ (4S) [15].
The branching fraction of B0 → ηη is obtained by a
simultaneous fit to the ηγγηγγ , ηγγη3pi and η3piη3pi de-
cay channels. We perform a three dimensional extended
unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the variables Mbc,
∆E and C ′NB, as shown in Fig. 3. We extract 23.6
+8.1
−6.9,
9.2+3.2−2.7 and 2.7
+0.9
−0.8 signal events from the ηγγηγγ , ηγγη3pi
and η3piη3pi decay channels, respectively. The measured
branching fraction is
B(B0 → ηη) = (5.9+2.1−1.8 ± 1.4)× 10−7,
where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is
systematic. The significance of the result is 3.3 standard
deviations, and provides the first evidence of this decay.
FIG. 3. Signal-enhanced fit projections for the (top) B0 →
ηγγηγγ , (moddle) B
0 → ηγγη3pi and (bottom) B0 → η3piη3pi
fit results. The points with the error bars show the data; the
(black) solid lines show the total PDF; the (red) dashed lines
show the signal; the (blue) dotted lines show the continuum
background; and the (green) dot-dashed lines show the other
BB background.
BRANCHING FRACTION AND CP
ASYMMETRY OF B0 → pi0pi0
The decay B0 → pi0pi0 is an important input for the
isospin analysis in the B → pipi system [16]. Among the
B → pipi decays, this decay is least well determined [13].
This decay is also important to probe the disagreement
between quantum-chromodynamics-based factorization,
which predicts the branching fraction below 1×10−6 [17],
and previous measurements [13] from Belle and BaBar.
Here, we present new measurements of B0 → pi0pi0 based
on a 693fb−1 data sample that contains 752 × 106 BB
pairs [18].
3We reconstruct B0 → pi0pi0 candidates from the sub-
sequent decay of pi0 mesons to two photons. In addition
to photons reconstructed from electromagnetic calorime-
ter clusters, which do not match any charged track in
the central drift chamber, photons that convert to e+e−
pairs in the silicon vertex detector are recovered and re-
constructed as pi0 → e+e−γ. This provides a 5.3% in
crease in detection efficiency. The dominant background
arises from the continuum process. To suppress this
background, which tend to be jet-like from spherical BB
events, a Fisher discriminant (Tc) is constructed using
the so-called event shape variables.
The signal yield and the direct CP asymmetry (ACP )
are extracted via an unbinned extended maximum likeli-
hood fit to the variables Mbc, ∆E and Tc in bins of flavor
tagging variable.
FIG. 4. Projections of the fit results onto (left) ∆E, (mid-
dle) Mbc, (right) Tc are shown in the signal enhanced region:
5.275 GeV/c2 < Mbc < 5.285 GeV/c
2, −0.15 GeV < ∆E <
0.05 GeV, and Tc > 0.7. Each panel shows the distribution
enhanced in the other two variables. Data are points with
error bars, and fit results are shown by the solid black curves.
Contributions from signal, continuum qq, combined ρpi and
other rare B decays are shown by the dashed (blue), dotted
(green), and dash-dotted (red) curves, respectively. The top
(bottom) row panels are for events with positive (negative)
flavor tagging variable.
Figure 4 shows the signal-enhanced projections of the
fits to data in Mbc, ∆E and Tc. We obtain a signal yield
of 217± 32 events. The branching fraction and ACP are
determined to be
B(B0 → pi0pi0) = (1.31± 0.19± 0.19)× 10−6,
ACP = +0.14± 0.36± 0.10,
where the quoted uncertainties are statistical and system-
atic, respectively. Combining our results for B0 → pi0pi0
with the previous Belle measurements for B0 → pi+pi−
and B+ → pi+pi0 [13] allows us to employ a isopsin anal-
ysis of Ref. [16] to constrain the CKM angle φ2. Our
results exclude 15.5◦ < φ2 < 75.0◦ at 95% confidence
level. The measured branching fraction is smaller than
our previously published result [13] though consistent
within uncertainties. The difference could be due to a
substantially smaller fraction of data for which ECL tim-
ing information was available (113 of 253 fb−1) in the
earlier measurement and the subsequent extrapolation
to the full data set. The results reported here super-
sedes our earlier published values and agrees with BaBar
measurement [13] within combined uncertainties. While
this result is closer to theory predictions than the ear-
lier Belle and BaBar measurements, it is still larger than
expectations based on the factorization model [19]. It is
in agreement with the recent works of Qiao et al. [20] as
well as Li and Yu [21] which employ different theoreti-
cal approaches. The upcoming Belle II experiment [22],
with its projected factor of 50 increase in luminosity, will
enable precision measurements of B and CP asymmetry
of B0 → pi0pi0 and other B → pipi decays to strongly
constrain φ2.
OBSERVATION OF THE DECAY B0s → K0K¯0
The two-body decays B0s → h+h′−, where h(′) is either
a pion or kaon, have now all been observed [13]. In con-
trast, the neutral-daughter decays B0s → h0h′0 have yet
to be observed. The decay B0s → K0K¯0 is of particular
interest because the branching fraction is predicted to be
relatively large. In the SM, the decay proceeds mainly
via a b → s loop (or “penguin”) transition as shown in
Fig. 5, and the branching fraction is predicted to be in
the range (16− 27)× 10−6 [23]. The presence of non-SM
particles or couplings could enhance this value [24]. It has
been pointed out that CP asymmetries in B0s → K0K¯0
decays are promising observables in which to search for
new physics [25].
FIG. 5. Loop diagram for B0s → K0K¯0 decays.
The current upper limit on the branching fraction,
B(B0s → K0K¯0) < 6.6 × 10−5 at 90% confidence level
(C.L.), was set by the Belle Collaboration using 23.6 fb−1
of data recorded at the Υ(5S) resonance [26]. The anal-
ysis presented here uses the full data set of 121.4 fb−1
recorded at the Υ(5S). Improved tracking, K0 recon-
struction, and continuum suppression algorithms are also
used in this analysis. The data set corresponds to (6.53±
0.66)× 106 B0s B¯0s pairs [27] produced in three Υ(5S) de-
cay channels: B0s B¯
0
s , B
∗0
s B¯
0
s or B
0
s B¯
∗0
s , and B
∗0
s B¯
∗0
s . The
4latter two channels dominate, with production fractions
of fB∗0s B¯0s = (7.3±1.4)% and fB∗0s B¯∗0s = (87.0±1.7)% [28].
The B∗0s decays via B
∗0
s → B0sγ, and the γ is not recon-
structed.
Candidate K0 mesons are reconstructed via the decay
K0S → pi+pi− and require that the pi+pi− invariant mass
be within 12 MeV/c2 of the nominal K0S mass [13]. In
order to extract the signal yield, we perform a three-
dimensional (3D) unbinned maximum likelihood fit to
the variables, Mbc, ∆E, and continuum suppression vari-
able C ′NN = ln
(
CNN−CminNN
CmaxNN −CNN
)
. We extract 29.0 +8.5−7.6 signal
events and 1095.0 +33.9−33.4 continuum background events.
Projections of the fit are shown in Fig. 6. The branching
fraction of the decay B0s → K0K¯0 is measured to be [29]
B(B0s → K0K¯0) = (19.6 +5.8−5.1 ± 1.0 ± 2.0)× 10−6, (1)
where the first uncertainty is statistical, the second is
systematic, and the third reflects the uncertainty due to
the total number of B0s B¯
0
s pairs. The significance of this
result is 5.1 standard deviations, thus, our measurement
constitutes the first observation of this decay. This mea-
sured branching fraction is in good agreement with the
SM predictions [23], and it implies that the Belle II ex-
periment [22] will reconstruct over 1000 of these decays.
Such a sample would allow for a much higher sensitivity
search for new physics in this b → s penguin-dominated
decay.
PROSPECTS OF CHARMLESS HADRONIC B
DECAYS AT BELLE II [22]
The large datasets collected by Belle, BaBar, and
LHCb have enabled the study of many charmless
hadronic B(s) decays and have allowed for a detailed
comparison with theoretical predictions and models.
Some tantalizing questions have emerged and await the
large dataset of Belle II to be further understood. The
expected precision in B0 → K0Spi0 with 50 ab−1 of data
will be sufficient for NP studies and may resolve the
Kpi CP -puzzle. The analogous isospin sum rules for the
multi-body piK(∗) and ρK(∗) decays are also promising
avenues to resolve this puzzle, but are statistically
limited and must be measured with high precision to
reveal whether an anomalous pattern of direct CP
violation is emerging. The study of B → V V decays is
still in its infancy due to the large statistics required
to perform full angular analyses. While the majority
of analyses at Belle and BaBar were limited to only
measuring the longitudinal polarisation fraction, full
angular analyses will be possible for many V V channels
at Belle II. Of particular interest are ρK∗ decays, where
a polarisation analysis will reveal if there is an enhanced
contribution proportional to electromagnetic penguins.
Belle II will also be uniquely suited to search for CP
asymmetries in B → 3h decays with multiple neutral
particles in the final state, which will serve to comple-
ment related searches at LHCb, where the observation
of large local CP asymmetries in multiple channels has
generated enormous interest from the theoretical and
phenomenological communities. A size-able B0s dataset
will also be necessary to study rare decays such as the
penguin dominated B0sφpi
0, where an excess above the
SM prediction would be a clear indication of NP, and,
e.g., the recently observed B0s → K0K¯0 decay, where
Belle II expects to reconstruct O(1000) events with
5 ab−1 which will enable a CP violation study and will
serve to clarify the presence of NP in the decay. There
are countless additional charmless hadronic B(s) decays
which will be within the reach of Belle II. This will open
up a new era of discovery and complementarity with
other experiments.
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